Plate-cone reticulated shell is a new type of space steel structures with good mechanical behavior and technical economy. In this paper, shell analogy method is put forward. Based on mechanical characteristics of plate-cone spherical reticulated shell, it is equated to a special type of three-layer thin shell working interactively, the governing differential equations are derived on the basis of the theory of thin shells, these differential equations being from the mixed method of derivation. The solution of this system of differential equations gives the displacements and internal forces of plate-cone spherical reticulated shell.
INTRODUCTION
Plate-cone reticulated shell is a new type of steel structure, in which elements of cone are put together into a whole according to the shape of curved surface of reticulated shell, then they are connected each other regularly at the top of the cone with the members.
In this paper, plate-cone spherical reticulated shell is equated to three layers interactive thin shell. The upper chord is equated to the continuum shell of upper, the lower chord is equated to the shell of under layer, the element of cone is equated to the shell of the layer with filling.
THE GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF PLATE-CONE SPHERICAL RETICULATED SHELL
The differential equations of the mixed method can be got below by using
Among the formula B t E 9 8  .
The General Solution
during the formula (6) Among the formula:
c are determined by the boundary conditions. According to the formula (2), it can be got: 
The displacement of thin film: 
The second class boundary condition:
According above, the solution is:
After getting the internal force the substituting shell , it can calculate the internal force of each dividing shell according to the equation of physics, then it can get the member and the internal force of pallet, the internal force belonging to the element pallet of cone are shown below: 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, plate-cone spherical reticulated shell is equated to the three layer thin shell, the governing differential equations are established from the mixed method, and the differential equations are solved. The mechanical property of plate-cone spherical reticulated shell can be known, according to the situation of simple load and boundary condition, the result of analysis can be used to the preliminary design directly.
